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Abstract

The effect of cold-work on the transformation kinetics and texture evolution after fast temperature cycling were studied in a dilute zirconium alloy. It was found that cold-work delays the onset of phase transformation and helps randomise the texture after the transformation. Samples of Zircaloy-4 in two conditions, cold-rolled to 70% reduction and fully recrystallised, were heated above the β-transus at a fast rate of 100ºCs⁻¹ using resistive heating and without constraint. Electrical resistivity was used to measure the phase fraction during heating and electron back-scatter diffraction was used to measure the texture before and after the thermal cycle. Whereas previous work on titanium suggested that cold-work leads to texture strengthening after transformation, these new experiments show that, when the heating rate is fast enough, recrystallisation is incomplete on heating, which slows down the start of transformation, leading to a random α-texture after cooling. The texture in the recrystallised material after β heat-treatment is non-random but different from the start, a consequence of both a stronger β-texture after grain growth and stronger variant selection on cooling. This variant selection can be mostly explained by α-nucleation at special β-grain boundaries. These results demonstrate that prior deformation has a strong effect on the textures produced after β-heat treatment when heating rates are fast. This has implications for the anisotropy of nuclear cladding components after loss-of-coolant (LOCA) and reactivity-
initiated accidents (RIA) but also more widely for the manufacturing of zirconium and titanium using welding or additive layer manufacturing where the heating rates are high.

1. Introduction

Alloys of zirconium and titanium undergo pronounced microstructural changes when heated above the allotropic phase transformation temperature. These changes are exploited in the processing of wrought alloys and characterise the final microstructures in processes like additive layer manufacturing (ALM) and welding. For example in Zr alloys used in nuclear fuel claddings, these changes can happen during loss-of-coolant (LOCA) and reactivity-initiated accidents (RIA), affecting the material behaviour during and after the incidents [1]. On heating, dilute Ti and Zr alloys transform from an α hexagonal-close-packed (hcp) to a β body-centre-cubic (bcc) phase transformation which is completed once the β-transus temperature is exceeded, at around 960ºC for Zircaloy-4 [2] and 913ºC for CP-Ti grade 2 [3] at equilibrium conditions. On heating, β nucleates and grows between and within α grains until the α phase is consumed, after which β grains can grow unrestricted. On cooling, these grains transform back into α, usually producing a β-quenched Widmanstätten microstructure, with characteristic dimensions determined primarily by the prior β-grain structure and cooling rates [4], producing martensite at very fast cooling rates.

These morphological changes during a β-cycle are accompanied by changes in the crystallographic texture, which in turn have a dominant effect on the strength and anisotropy of the alloys. The transformation follows the well-established Burgers relationship [5], which should produce a weak, nearly random texture following a complete β-cycle. However, in practice, experiments have shown a number of different behaviours, from strengthening of the starting texture [6–10] to weakening [11] and the formation of a non-random but different transformed texture [8,12]. The most likely explanation for these differences is differences in the material studied, like composition or microstructure, or a difference in the parameters of the thermal cycle, like heating and cooling rates. Indeed, it has been shown that the kinetics of the transformation is affected by alloy composition [13,14], heating rates [2,15–17] and cooling rates [4,18]. However, it is not clear what effect, if any, cold work would have on the kinetics and microstructure evolution during β-cycling.
Defects introduced by deformation could help nucleate the precipitating phase and hence catalyse the phase transformation. Since the distribution of such defects will be linked to slip activity, cold-work could therefore be a strong variant selection mechanism [12]. On the other hand, because deformation distorts the lattice and introduces local stresses, cold work could hinder the growth of the second phase during transformation, slowing down the transformation. The recrystallisation temperatures of these alloys are well below their phase transformation temperatures, therefore interactions between deformation induced defects and the phase transformation are only likely when either deformed material is heated rapidly enough to avoid recrystallisation or when the material is deformed during transformation. Fast heating rates are typical of ALM and welding processes as well as LOCA and RIA accidents, whereas dynamic interactions will occur during thermomechanical processing, like hot forging or rolling, and sometimes also during welding.

In this paper, the effect of prior deformation on the phase transformation was studied in Zircaloy-4, an industrially important Zr alloy. The aim was to determine the effect of cold-work on the kinetics of phase transformation and on the resultant transformed microstructure, including texture, under relatively fast heating rates. Experiments were designed to replicate the typical heating and cooling rates of LOCA and RIA, where temperatures reach over 1000°C, at rates ranging from 5 to 100°Cs⁻¹. Resistive heating was used to heat cold-worked (CW) and recrystallised (RX) samples whilst the phase fractions during transformation were measured using electrical resistivity. The microstructure and texture were characterised using Electron-Backscatter Diffraction (EBSD) before and after thermal cycling and interpreted in terms of the mechanisms of phase transformation. The changes in texture measured were compared to those predicted by the Burgers relationship to assess the degree of variant selection occurring.

2. Materials and experimental methods

2.1. Materials

The material studied was Zircaloy-4 provided by Westinghouse Electric Co. as 0.67 mm thick cold-worked (CW) sheet of 70% reduction, with the chemical composition of Zr-1.27Sn-0.17Fe-0.10Cr-0.12O (%wt). To produce the recrystallised (RX) material, this sheet was recrystallised at 650°C for 15 minutes in air using an Electrical-Thermal-
Mechanical Tester (ETMT) by resistive heating. The samples tested in the ETMT were produced by electrical discharge machining of the sheet. They were 2.0 mm wide and had a gauge length of 16.0 mm.

The starting microstructure was characterized via optical microscopy and EBSD and is shown in Fig. 1. While the grains in RX Zircaloy-4 are equiaxed, with a mean size of 5.8 µm, those in the CW Zircaloy-4 are elongated along the rolling direction (RD), as shown in Fig. 1a-c. The texture of the recrystallised state shows a split of the basal poles from the normal direction (ND) towards the transverse direction (TD) and a ‘rotation’ of 1120 poles to RD, Fig. 1d. The texture of the as-rolled material is characterized by a strong alignment of the basal poles or <c> axis to ND and a spread of the 1120 in the rolling plane with stronger alignments at about ±30° from RD to TD, Fig. 1e. These texture observations are consistent with previous measurements on rolled zirconium alloys [11,19].

Fig. 1: EBSD inverse pole figure (IPF) colour maps in ND and pole figures (PF) of RX (a and d respectively) and CW (b and e respectively) Zircaloy-4 before heating; optical micrograph (c) of the CW revealing elongated grains in RD.

2.2. Fast thermal cycling

The samples were heated and cooled in air by resistive heating using direct current on an ETMT. Sample temperature was controlled via an R-type (Pt/Pt-13%Rh) 0.15 mm
diameter thermocouple spot-welded at the mid-length of the heated samples. Samples were heated at the rate of 100°Cs⁻¹ to 1100°C and then held for 3 seconds before cooling at 50°Cs⁻¹ to room temperature. In an attempt to compare the microstructure and texture of the two materials just before phase transformation, both materials were heated at 100°Cs⁻¹ up to 900°C for 2 seconds on the ETMT (shortest possible holding time) and then fast cooled at 100°Cs⁻¹ to room temperature. To study the effect of β grain growth on the high temperature β-texture and then on the final transformed α-texture after cooling, some CW samples were held for the longer time of 10 seconds at 1100°C, after having been heated using the same 100°Cs⁻¹ heating rate.

During the thermal cycles the load was controlled at 0.0 N to allow the heated samples to expand freely. The load trace recorded during the tests confirmed that no stress was applied on the samples at any point in the cycle. All the thermal cycles were carried out in air and so the oxygen uptake during heating may slightly affect the phase fractions measured [17]. However, because of the fast heating rates of 100°Cs⁻¹ used, this effect on the measured β-fractions is expected to be very small (less than 3%) [17].

2.3. Determination of β approach curves by the electrical resistivity method

The electrical resistivity method has been used widely to study the kinetics of phase transformation [13,17,20–23]. It consists of measuring the resistivity of the sample during heating and interpreting the result in terms of phase fraction changes. The start and finish transformation temperatures are assumed to occur when the first time derivative of resistivity is equal to zero. The phase fractions are then determined using a rule of mixtures after fitting the electrical resistivity of each phase [24]. Previous work has shown that the β-fractions determined by electrical resistivity methods agree well with those measured by in-situ high energy synchrotron X-ray diffraction [17]. Measurements were repeated for each condition.

2.4. Texture measurements and predictions without variant selection

EBSD was used to characterise the microstructure and texture of the α-phase before phase transformation and after the complete fast β thermal cycles. EBSD maps were obtained from the centre of the heated samples on both the normal surface (the TD and RD plane) with an area of 1000 µm x 750 µm and the cross-section surface (the ND and
RD plane) with an area of 1000 µm x 380 µm. The orientations from both maps were used to calculate the bulk texture. These areas cover 188 prior β-grains in the RX samples and 400 prior-β grains in the CW samples. EBSD measurements were made on a FEI Sirion field emission gun scanning electron microscope equipped with the Aztec software for data acquisition. The measurement step size was 0.5µm for all the EBSD maps. The hkl Channel 5 software was used for texture analysis by using the harmonic method [25] with a 10º spread. The software was also used to visualize low-angle (<10º and >2º) due to the EBSD angular limitation [26]) and high-angle (≥10º) grain boundaries to estimate the extent of recrystallisation of materials before phase transformation.

The high temperature β-grains were reconstructed from the final α-texture by using a β-reconstruction procedure based on analysis of α-variant misorientation with its neighbours [27]. A 2º minimum α-variant misorientation was used to achieve a common reconstructed β-grain with the tolerance of 3º. The reconstructed high-temperature β texture represents the experimental high-temperature β texture before cooling thanks to the unique solution of reconstructed β texture by the α variant-based technique [27–30].

The degree of variant selection upon cooling was estimated by comparing the orientation distribution function (ODF) of the experimental α-texture after the fast β-thermal cycles and the predicted α-texture without variant selection, assuming all 12 α variants activate with the same probability on cooling from β→α. The predicted transformed α-texture without variant selection was computed from the high temperature reconstructed β-texture by changing the crystal symmetry of the parent β - bcc phase to that of the transformed α-hcp phase and then transferring the parent orientations into the new crystal symmetry by applying the Burgers orientation relationship which can expressed as the transformation matrix corresponding to the Euler angles of (135º, 90º, 354.74º) [29,31]. Similarly, the predicted β-texture on heating without variant selection was determined from the α-texture by changing the crystal symmetry and then applying the inverse transformation matrix. The prediction and ODF plots were obtained by using the software package TEXTAN-III [32].
3. Results

3.1. β approach curves

The β-approach curves for 2 samples in each material condition are reported in Fig. 2. The error bars of β fractions were calculated by using the upper and lower bounds given by the rule of mixtures, which represent the effect of two-phase distribution and microstructure of the actual material [17,24]. Despite of the slight sampling variability, there is a clear difference in the β-approach curves of the CW and RX material, as can be seen in Fig. 2a. The starting phase transformation temperature is at 883°C and 888°C for the 2 RX samples and at 895°C and 918°C for the CW states. The ending transformation temperature of the RX samples varies from 990 to 1015°C and that of the CW samples are from 1005 to 1020°C. More importantly, when the phase transformation occurs, the CW material takes almost two times longer to increase to 10% of the β fraction than the RX material. This means that the β volume fraction is higher in the RX material at any temperature up until 980°C (about 90% β fraction). These results imply that the cold-work in the starting microstructure acts to delay the phase transformation, particularly at the start.

The β-approach curves of the RX and CW Zircaloy-4 at the constant heating rate of 100°Cs⁻¹, Fig. 2a, are similar to ‘S’ shaped transformation-time curves in isothermal phase transformation. Thus, to study the kinetics of phase transformation in RX and CW Zircaloy-4 in non-isothermal conditions, a modified Kolmogorov-Johnson-Mehl-Avrami (KJMA) relationship [2,15,33] was used that is given below

\[
%\beta = 1 - \exp(-K(T-T_0)^n) \tag{Eq 1}
\]

where \( \%\beta \) is the fraction of β-phase at temperature \( T \), \( T_0 \) is the starting transformation temperature (the mean starting transformation temperature of the two samples was used for the KJMA analysis), \( K \) is related to the activation energy of the phase transformation for both nucleation and growth, and \( n \) is the KJMA exponent [34]. The KJMA exponent, \( n \), was determined by the slope of the plots \( ln(-ln(1-%\beta)) \) against \( ln(T-T_0) \), Fig. 2b. The KJMA exponent, \( n \), for the RX material was found to be constant and equal to 1.95 during the entire phase transformation while that of the CW material changes, as shown in the plots of \( ln(-ln(1-%\beta)) \) against \( ln(T-T_0) \) in Fig. 2b. The \( n \) exponent of CW
material is smaller at 1.5 up to 12% $\beta$ volume fraction, and increases significantly to 2.8 until 50% $\beta$ before reducing to around 2 at higher %$\beta$. The difference in KJMA exponents suggests that the two materials have different rates of nucleation and growth, and the relative contribution of nucleation and growth changes in the CW material during heating.

Fig. 2: $\beta$-approach curves of RX and CW Zircaloy-4 at 100ºCs$^{-1}$ measured by electrical resistivity method.

3.2. Microstructure and texture evolution during the fast heating cycles

3.2.1. Microstructure and texture of the $\alpha$-phase before phase transformation

After fast heating at 100ºCs$^{-1}$ to just below the transformation temperature, the microstructure and texture prior to phase transformation are different between the CW and RX conditions, as shown in Fig. 3. Rapid heating to 900ºC transforms the deformed elongated grains of the CW microstructure into small, nearly equiaxed grains, with a mean grain size of 3.74 $\mu$m, smaller than that of those in recrystallised material (6.67 $\mu$m). The $\alpha$-phase pole figures of the RX and CW materials are similar to those of the starting material but with lower intensity. The RX material still shows a split of 0002 poles around ND towards TD and a significant spread of 11$\bar{2}$0 in the rolling plane (Fig. 3c) and the CW material, retains a strong basal pole in ND (Fig. 3d), without the split of $c$-axis from ND to TD, which is characteristic of grain growth in the later stages of the recrystallisation process [11].

The correlated misorientation angles distribution and grain boundary maps of the materials after heating to 900ºC are shown in Fig. 4. The RX material exhibits the
highest frequency at around 30° misorientation angle and a spread of misorientation angles from low (less than 10°) to high (up to 90°), Fig. 4a, while before heating the CW material shows a high frequency of low misorientation angles (less than 10°) that is characteristic of a deformed microstructure. After the 2-second 900°C anneal, this high frequency of low misorientation angles decreases but still remains the highest for the sample, as shown in Fig. 4b.

The corresponding grain boundary maps before phase transformation are shown in Fig. 4c and 4d for the RX and CW Zircaloy-4 respectively. They confirm that, unlike the RX material, the CW material contains a large number of unrecrystallised grains whose the grain boundary misorientation is less than 10° and higher than 2°. The unrecrystallised grains appear in clusters and are equally distributed in the microstructure. At this high heating rate, the CW material is only partially recrystallised at 900°C and therefore, that the microstructures of the two starting conditions are still different at this stage. This recrystallisation delay is likely to be even stronger during the actual β-cycle since there is no 2-second hold before the transformation.

Fig. 3: EBSD IPF colour maps in ND and PF of RX (a and b respectively) and CW (c and d respectively) Zircaloy-4 at 900°C after heating 100°C s⁻¹ and holding for 2 seconds before rapidly cooling to room temperature.
Fig. 4: EBSD misorientation angle distribution (discard the misorientation less than 2° due to EBSD limitation) of RX and CW Zircaloy-4 at room temperature (a) and after heating at 900°C (b); grain boundary (GB) maps of RX (c) and CW (d) Zircaloy-4 after heating at 900°C (black GBs indicate higher 10° of misorientation and blue less than 10°).

3.2.2. Microstructure and texture of the α-phase after the complete heating cycles

After the complete β-cycles, both materials have a Widmanstätten microstructure as shown in the inverse pole figure (IPF) colour map in Fig. 5. This confirms that the phase transformation $\alpha \rightarrow \beta$ is complete in all the fast thermal cycles. The mean grain size of the $\alpha$-lamellae in the CW sample is identical to that in the recrystallised sample, as shown in Table 1. However, the reconstructed $\beta$ grain size in the CW material is significantly smaller (46 µm) than that in the RX material (70 µm).

Fig. 5: PF of the $\alpha$-phase after heating at 100°C/s to 1100°C and cooling at 50°C/s of RX (a), CW holding for 3 seconds (b) and for 10 seconds (c) Zircaloy-4.
Table 1: Mean grain size of inherited α-lamellae and β-reconstructed in both CW and RX Zircaloy-4, obtained by the linear intercept method implemented in the hkl Channel 5 software with 10° of critical misorientation for EBSD measurements.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Zircaloy-4 after the fast β-cycle</th>
<th>TD measurement Mean grain size (µm)</th>
<th>ND measurement Mean grain size (µm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Inherited α-lamellae</td>
<td>Reconstructed β-grains</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CW – 3 seconds</td>
<td>4.45</td>
<td>45.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RX – 3 seconds</td>
<td>4.77</td>
<td>73.94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CW – 10 seconds</td>
<td>Not measured</td>
<td>10.39</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The α-phase texture after transformation is completely different from the starting texture in both materials. The basal pole figure of the transformed RX condition shows 6 separate maxima, with the 0002 poles along TD significantly stronger than the others, Fig. 6a. The texture index [35] of the final α-texture in RX samples is 2.33 while that of the starting α-texture is 3.52. This indicates that the transformed α-texture is weakened by the β-cycle. Although the transformed α-texture has one particular 0002 component aligned in TD with higher pole intensity than that of the other components of the starting α-texture, the transformed α-texture contains several other weak components, leading to a weaker α-texture in the RX sample than the initial texture. In contrast, as Fig. 6b shows, the texture of CW material is almost random with a texture index of 1.31 and hence much weaker than both the starting CW texture and the transformed RX material.

Increasing the β-holding time to 10s in the CW material does not produce a strong transformed α-texture although the mean β grain size increases to be similar to that in the RX material, Fig. 5e and Table 1. Although the texture sharpens slightly, with an index of 1.66, it remains essentially random, Fig. 6c. Promoting β-grain growth in the CW material only strengthens the transformed α-texture almost imperceptibly.
4. Discussion

4.1. The effect of microstructure on the kinetics of phase transformation

The results of the fast heating experiments showed that the presence of cold work delays the start of the transformation and slows it down in the initial stages. The allotropic phase transformation in these alloys is a discontinuous process, occurring via nucleation and growth [36]. High angle α-grain boundaries will act as preferential sites
for β-grain nucleation in both RX and CW materials. The CW material has a higher high grain-boundary content and also contains large numbers of low-angle grain boundaries, which probably also act as preferred nucleation sites. Therefore the number of nucleation sites should be higher in the CW material than in the recrystallised material. Despite this, the rate of transformation is clearly lower in the CW material.

KJMA exponents cannot be interpreted unambiguously in terms of microstructural changes, especially since the temperature is constantly increasing. Nevertheless, the very low value of the exponent in the modified KJMA exponent below 2 at the start of the transformation for the CW material suggests that the morphology of the precipitating β-phase is different from that in the RX material, where the exponent is constant at 2. One possible interpretation is that although the CW material contains more nucleation sites, growth of the new phase is much more difficult than in the RX case. This could be due to the much larger misorientations in the deformed α-phase which will make growth according to the Burgers relationship more difficult. Whereas in the RX material, variants nucleating at grain boundaries can grow unimpeded across the recrystallised grains, and are large enough that their growth can be auto-catalytic, in the CW material there are many more small nuclei, the growth of which is limited by the deformed structure and the presence of other stunted nuclei. Only at higher temperatures where recrystallisation can occur and produce the larger α-grains that enable the growth at the same rate as that in the RX material. Since the β nuclei are more diverse in the CW material, the transformed texture should be weaker and the misorientation between β grains should be more diverse.

4.2. Reconstructed high-temperature β microstructure and texture

The differences in the transformation textures of the two materials are probably related to the differences in recrystallisation kinetics. However, it is not possible to infer from the final α-textures alone whether they are primarily determined by differences in variant selection or just differences in the starting texture, and whether the differences seen are established on heating, cooling or both.

To investigate the origin of the texture differences, the high-temperature β-microstructure was reconstructed from the transformed α. The resultant β grain boundary maps are superimposed on the α-phase IPF maps in Fig. 5. They show that the
prior-\(\beta\) grain boundaries of the RX material are straighter than those in the CW samples. These differences in grain morphology are consistent with the differences in the nucleation and growth proposed to explain the different transformation kinetics. The CW material has a larger number of nucleation sites provided by the deformation substructure, which lead to a smaller \(\beta\) grain size and the jagged appearance of the grain boundaries. In the RX material, the \(\beta\) grains nucleate only at the \(\alpha\) grain boundary and can grow more rapidly and interact less often with the other \(\beta\)-grains, leading to larger grains and straighter \(\beta\) grain boundaries.

The high-temperature \(\beta\)-texture of the RX material is much stronger than that of the CW material for both 3 and 10 second holding time, Fig. 7a-c. While the high temperature \(\beta\)-texture of the RX samples shows the 6 maxima as labelled in Fig. 7a, those of the CW do not have a particular strong component. This could be related to the larger \(\beta\) grain size in the RX samples. It has been shown before that \(\beta\)-grain growth can lead to texture strengthening [10] However, when the CW material was held for 10 seconds at the maximum temperature to promote grain growth, the texture strengthened very slightly, as shown in Fig. 7b and 7c. It is noticeable that after \(\beta\) grain growth, the \(\beta\) grain boundaries of the CW are straighter than those with a short holding time, although it is not clear if this difference is significant.

Fig. 7: Pole figures of the high-temperature reconstructed \(\beta\)-phase from the final \(\alpha\)-texture after cooling of RX (a), CW with a 3-second (b) and 10 second (c) hold Zircaloy-4. Pole figures of the predicted \(\beta\)-phase without variant selection from the \(\alpha\)-texture at 900ºC before phase transformation of RX (d) and CW (e).
4.3. Variant selection on heating

To further understand the formation of the high temperature β-phase texture during phase transformation and whether the variant selection during heating α→β and/or β-grain growth occurs, the high-temperature β textures without variant selection were predicted from the α-texture right before phase transformation for both material conditions. The predicted β-textures calculated from the α-texture at 900ºC, shown in Fig. 7d-e, are weaker than the corresponding reconstructed high-temperature β texture, particularly for the RX starting condition. Also, the predicted β-texture of RX samples is weaker than that of CW samples. All observations above indicate that variant selection occurs during heating α→β and/or β grain growth in both RX and CW samples. Further, the level of variant selection is much stronger in the RX than the CW.

The fact that the high-temperature β-textures are stronger than predicted, could be due to: (1) the preferential β-grain growth of certain variants during holding in the β-temperature regime and (2) the effect of the microstructure and texture of α-phase on the nucleation at the start of the phase transformation.

The results of the experiment with the longer β hold to promote grain growth seem to suggest that both nucleation and growth seem to be important, since they show that the growth of grains nucleated in CW microstructure does not appreciably strengthen the texture, Fig. 7a-c.

In the RX Zircaloy-4, studying systematically the β-grain growth for less than 3 seconds is challenging by post-mortem ex-situ EBSD texture analysis due to the uncertainty in controlling accurate temperature and holding time less than 3 seconds in the thermal cycles. Using in-situ high-energy synchrotron X-ray diffraction (SXRD), Romero et al. [9] showed that the in-situ high-temperature β-texture right after phase transformation of CW Zircaloy-2, which is fully recrystallised during slow heating, exhibits a weak 110 component in TD while the high-temperature reconstructed β-texture after β-grain growth reveals a much stronger 110 component in TD. This implies that the strong 110 component in TD forms during β-grain growth of Zircaloy-2. However, the SXRD texture measurement by Romero et al. [9] was performed on a single sample angle where the incident beam comes only from TD of the heated samples. As a result, the 110 component in TD of the high-temperature β-texture appears to be less intense than
the actual ones. Thus, better measurements of the β-texture right after phase transformation and during β grain growth are required to determine at which stage the strong 110 component in TD forms in the β-phase of the RX material.

Since grain growth alone cannot explain the differences in β-texture, it would appear that the difference in starting microstructure and its effects on nucleation are crucial. The α-textures from the moment just before phase transformation is similar in both conditions and should produce weak β-textures. However, the experimental reconstructed high-temperature β texture is much stronger in the RX material than that in the CW material. This suggests that the presence of low-angle grain-boundaries, due to incomplete recrystallisation, hinders the development of a strong β texture. In the CW material, the partially recrystallised regions provide a higher number of β-nucleation sites. Since the α-phase microstructure has fewer straight deformation-free grain boundaries, the new β-grains probably have a wider range of orientations than those the RX material. Furthermore, the misorientation within the deformed CW grains could prevent the growth of β-grains. This is consistent with the observed lower β-fractions in the CW material than that in the RX at any temperature. The limited growth of the β-phase prevents the dominance of early β-variants during the phase transformation, making it possible for other variants that transform later to still contribute to the final texture, resulting in a weaker high-temperature β-texture. In contrast, in the RX condition, β grains, nucleating on the straight recrystallised grain boundaries, can grow unconstrained into the recrystallised α. As a consequence, slower growing β-variants cannot grow, giving rise to variant selection. This difference could be small at the end of the transformation but any size advantage at this stage will promote grain growth in the β-phase region, enhancing the effects of variant selection and producing a strong β-texture.

4.4. Variant selection on cooling

Although all the predicted texture components appear on cooling, the intensity of some of the components in the RX material is significantly stronger than that those predicted, as shown in Fig. 8. The CW material, on the other hand, also shows a difference between predicted and measured textures, but this is much smaller than in the RX case.
Therefore, there is evidence of further variant selection on cooling, particularly for the RX material.

![Experimental ODFs of the α-phase and the predicted α without variant selection of RX (a) and CW (b) Zircaloy-4 after the fast β-cycle.](image)

**Fig. 8:** Experimental ODFs of the α-phase and the predicted α without variant selection of RX (a) and CW (b) Zircaloy-4 after the fast β-cycle.

Variant selection on cooling has been associated with (1) the untransformed α-phase in incomplete phase transformation that grows back to the initial α-texture upon cooling, providing a mechanism for texture memory [11,37]; (2) transformation-induced stress or elastic strain energy due to the change in phase volume during phase transformation [8,38]; (3) the presence of special β grain boundaries, for example shared 110 β poles, formed at high temperature which promotes nucleation of certain α-orientations followed the Burgers orientation relationship to minimize the interfacial energy between these phases [10,39,40]; certain α-orientations which are nucleated first grow preferentially to become a dominant α-variant and then a strong final α-texture upon cooling.

In our study, the holding temperature of 1100°C is well above the β-transus temperature, leading to complete phase transformation in both conditions. Thus, there was no possibility of texture memory through the first mechanism. Thermal stresses and/or transformation-induced stresses also fail to explain the differences in variant selection since their magnitude is expected to be the same for both material conditions on cooling from the same temperature. There is however strong evidence of variant selection through preferred nucleation and growth on β grain boundaries with shared 110 poles,
especially in the RX material. Grains belonging to the orientation subset (0°, 90°, 30°), corresponding to the maximum in the transverse direction of the final α-texture, are shown in Fig. 9 together with the reconstructed β-grain boundaries. This reveals that many of the α-grains in the transverse direction (the ‘red’ 0002 α-grains in TD) nucleated and grew across the ‘special’ β-grain boundaries with a similar orientation (the ‘green’ 110 β-grain in TD). These common α-variants grown on both sides of their β-grain boundaries are characterized by the alignment of the 0002 poles with the same 110 directions of their parent β grains. This alignment, which has also been reported by others [10,39–41], causes the (0°, 90°, 30°) variant to be selected upon cooling. In fact, the d-spacing of 110 and 0002 planes is very close and hence the α-phase is required less energy to nucleate at the 110 grain boundaries [39]. The nucleation advantage can result in an early growth of α-variants and hence variant selection and eventually the dominant α-texture upon cooling. Unlike the RX material, the CW material shows almost no grains sharing ‘special’ β-grain boundaries (Fig. 5c–d), which is primarily a consequence of the different β-textures. This explains less variant selection observed in the CW material on cooling.

Fig. 9: The presence of α-grains with similar orientations in transverse direction developed on both sides of the shared 110 β-grain boundaries of RX Zircaloy-4 after the fast heating cycle, but not in the CW material.
These results are in strong contradiction with those from experiments performed on pure titanium by Gey and Humbert [12]. In their experiment, CW titanium was heated at the same heating rate of 100°Cs⁻¹, in a vacuum furnace, to 980°C before being held for 30 seconds and cooling at 10°Cs⁻¹. The resultant material has a very strong final α-texture and reconstructed β-texture [12], similar to those found here in the recrystallised material (Fig. 6a and Fig. 7a) and in CW Zircaloy-2 that is fully recrystallised on heating [9]. In the same study [12], a RX titanium heated using the same condition as the CW titanium has a weaker texture than the RX Zircaloy-4 studied here. This is opposite to the effect observed here on Zr alloys. This suggests that either the effect of CW on variant selection and texture is very different in Ti and Zr or that the CW titanium recrystallised on heating despite the same heating rate used here. One possible explanation is a difference in rolling reduction and hence stored energy. The strain in the CW Ti was almost twice than that in the CW Zr alloy studied here, which provides a higher driving force for recrystallisation. Another possible explanation is that grain boundaries are pinned by small second phase particles (SPP’s) in the zirconium alloy, which are stable up to high temperatures [42]. SPP’s are known to slow the grain growth in the later stages of isothermal recrystallisation in Zr alloys, which explains the different grain sizes observed after recrystallisation between the CW Zircaloy-4 and CW Titanium [43,44]. Here SPP’s would have slowed down recrystallisation during fast heating, allowing the deformed state to affect the phase transformation process. The texture produced by this fast recrystallisation process must be stronger than the starting Ti recrystallisation texture, giving rise to a strong transformed texture in the CW Ti.

4.4. Summary of variant selection mechanism

The differences in microstructure evolution that give rise to the different variant selection in CW and RX material are summarized in Fig. 10. In the RX samples, β grains that nucleate on the straight grain boundaries of the fully recrystallised α-grains can share the same Burgers’ orientation relationship with their parent α-grains. These β-grains are able to grow earlier, unimpeded across the α-grains, eventually forming shared β-grain boundaries and strengthening the β-texture in the β-temperature region.

Upon cooling, α-grains nucleate on these shared 110β grain boundaries and grow with 0002a//110β [39]. The early-nucleated α-grains develop easily across their parent β
grains without any constraint and eventually become large α-laths and the dominant components in the final α-texture upon cooling.

In contrast, in the CW Zircaloy-4, fast heating rates result in the low-angle grain boundaries from the starting CW condition persist into phase transformation. This leads to two consequences on the transformed β-variant orientations. Firstly, since the α-phase microstructure has jagged grain boundaries and the β-variants probably have a much wider range of orientations. Secondly, misorientation in the deformed grains prevents the early β-variants from growing, resulting in a greater contribution to the final texture of late nucleating β-variants, hence weakening the β-texture. As a result, the β-phase in CW samples has a weaker texture and rougher grain boundaries without shared 110 poles. On cooling, the absence of shared 110 β-grain boundaries, leads to less variant selection, which also contributes to the random final texture in CW samples.

Fig. 10: Schematic representation of microstructure evolution during α→β→α related to different starting microstructure of RX and CW under fast LOCA/RIA heating cycles.

5. Conclusions

The kinetics of phase transformation, microstructure and texture of Zircaloy-4 in two conditions, recrystallised and cold-worked, were studied by electrical resistance method and EBSD. The results show that cold work acts to delay the phase transformation and to slow down the transformation rate in the initial stages.

A fast β-cycle leads to weakened final α-textures in both cold worked and recrystallised states. The texture after transformation is essentially random in the cold-worked material but somewhat stronger in the recrystallised material, with the development of a
strong 0002 component in TD and tilted ±20° from ND towards TD. This difference can be explained by the difference in the texture and grain boundary network of the two conditions prior to the phase transformation, which exists because the high heating rate of 100°C/s prevents the full recrystallisation of the cold worked material. Cold work leads to a weaker high temperature β-phase texture and less variant selection on cooling. This result is very different from previous work on Ti where CW and fast heating was shown to strengthen the texture and increase variant selection [12].

Zr fuel claddings are made of different zirconium alloys in different metallurgical states from cold-worked to fully recrystallised [45]. Therefore, understanding the effects of starting microstructure at high heating/cooling rates is of great practical importance. Furthermore, these finding are relevant to manufacturing processes with high heating rates like welding and additive layer manufacturing, and suggest that deformation could be an important mechanism of microstructure refinement that could be exploited.
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